Our NEW Online FCE and CAE Summer Booster Courses are designed to be as versatile
as possible. One of the best features of this programme is its modular nature: each 4 week
course comprises the modules below. Each module is 1 week/20 lessons in length:

Module 1: Speaking & Listening
Module 2: Reading & Writing
Module 3: Examination Practice
Module 4: Grammar & Vocabulary

CAMBRIDGE FIRST AND FIRST FOR SCHOOLS MODULAR COURSE OUTLINE

MODULE 1: READING AND WRITING
This module identifies the challenges in the First Reading paper such as distractors, open cloze, key
word transformations and word formation. It also deals with all the writing formats covered in the
two parts of the First Writing paper. Activities combine the skills and there is plenty of practice of
the different exam question types. The aim is to develop the skills, language and techniques
necessary for success in the Cambridge English First and First for Schools exams.

MODULE 2: SPEAKING AND LISTENING
This module includes practice of all exam task types with exam tips, skills and techniques practice.
Attention is paid to pronunciation from syllable to sentence level as well as effective conversation
management. Intensive and extensive listening techniques are also covered in order to better
perform in the listening exam.

MODULE 3: GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY
A look at the grammar and vocabulary needed for the Cambridge First and First for Schools exams.
All language is practiced in authentic exam contexts and through a range of skills in order to
demonstrate the validity of each language item. Grammar and vocabulary items are presented in an
engaging manner to help students visualise and recall them more effectively. New language is
contextualised and personalised as well as looking at related forms, collocations and pronunciation.

MODULE 4: EXAM PRACTICE
In this module there is practice of all papers and parts of the Cambridge First and First for Schools
exam. Practice is under exam conditions with appropriate time limits and word limits. Meaningful
feedback is always provided. Tips and advice are offered on exam day preparation and procedures.

CAMBRIDGE ADVANCED MODULAR COURSE OUTLINE

MODULE 1: READING AND WRITING
This module works on the skills, language and techniques needed for success in the Cambridge
Advanced exam. We aim to help students improve reading fluency, enhance comprehension, and
increase vocabulary. Skills covered include skimming, predicting and inferring, seeing how texts are
organized, recognising genre, scanning, and critical reading. Students learn new vocabulary, and
helpful phrases that they can use in the writing tasks they might encounter in the exam. All the
writing task types are covered: essay, report, review, letter (formal/informal), proposal.

MODULE 2: SPEAKING AND LISTENING
This module focuses on the development of speaking and listening skills, with tips and ideas on how
to approach the Listening and Speaking tasks in the Cambridge Advanced exam. There is language
development with vocabulary and useful phrases for the Speaking test as well as a focus on
pronunciation to aid fluency. We hope to boost students' confidence in their listening skills by
training, rather than just testing, the students in listening. All exam task types are practiced.

MODULE 3: GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY
In this module we prepare pupils to affectively use English language to complete exam tasks. The
aim is to cover the essential structures and vocabulary for the Cambridge Advanced exam. However
we take a flexible approach according to the specific requirements of the students. So, for example,
learner errors are identified and dealt with. Grammar input explains and analyses areas such as
modal verbs, inversion, gerunds and infinitives, emphatic structures, etc. Key vocabulary topic areas
are looked at as well as concepts such as phrasal verbs, word-building, collocation and prepositions.
Useful tips on how to learn vocabulary are considered, including using context clues, analyzing word
parts, and noticing collocations.

MODULE 4: EXAM PRACTICE
In this module there is practice of all papers and parts of the Cambridge Advanced exam. Practice is
under exam conditions with appropriate time limits and word limits. Meaningful feedback is always
provided. Tips and advice are offered on exam day preparation and procedures.

Whilst all of the above are essential components of the exam and students are
recommended to study all four modules at least once, those who have already covered
certain skills are able to select individual modules in isolation to avoid repetition. Equally, if
students need to focus on one or more of the skills, they have the freedom to do so without
having to repeat all four.

•

Course content will be different for each set of modules to ensure all students covering the
full 12 week programme will get maximum benefit. Each 4 week block of modules will run
back-to-back so a total of 3 possible start dates will be available for each module (one in
June, July and then the last in August) before the exams take place. Choose to study for 4, 8
or 12 weeks

•

Choose individual modules according to your personal study requirements

•

Live lessons with our existing wonderful BEET teachers

•

Classes based on specific coursebooks

•

Materials emailed to you before your lessons

•

Lessons include ‘breakout’ pair work and group work as usual

•

Comprehensive skills practice: listening, reading, speaking and writing

•

Lessons can be recorded for you to watch again

•

Extra self-study, using BEET Online

•

Use of multimedia and online learning tools

•

Learners access lessons via smartphones, laptops, tablets or PCs

•

You are able to study each module up to 3 times (each module has different course content)

•

Highly experienced Cambridge examination teachers

•

Tutorials with your teacher every 4 weeks

•

Regular tests to assess your level and progress

•

Interactive lessons

•

Virtual ‘Open door’ policy – talk to our academic management team at any time

•

1 year’s unlimited access to BEET Online from the start of your course

•

Certificate with progress summary at the end of your studies

•

Access to our FREE online social programme 4 nights per week

